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Abstract

We localized the neuroanatomical correlates for control of saccadic eye movements and for _nger movements using a combined
transcranial magnetic stimulation "TMS# and magnetic resonance imaging "MRI# approach[ Two participants underwent TMS while
performing an endogenous saccade task[ The motor hand area was localized by TMS and the region anterior to it was mapped to
identify the borders of a region where TMS produced delays in generating contralateral saccades[ MRI scans were then obtained
with _ducial markers placed over the motor hand area and 1 cm anterior to it\ the common cortical region that produced saccadic
delays in these two subjects[ It was also shown that the structural anatomy of the hand area\ physiologically de_ned by visible
contractions of the contralateral hand following TMS\ corresponded to the knob!like structure recently reported ð07\ 08Ł[ These
results demonstrate that TMS can be a precise\ non!invasive tool for neuroanatomical mapping of cortical structures when combined
with structural images of the brain[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
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0[ Introduction

The frontal eye _eld "FEF# in man is a cortical structure
that is presumed to be involved with generating saccadic
eye movements[ Although there is little doubt regarding
the existence of this cortical module\ there has been con!
fusion over the exact location and function of the FEF[
This confusion mainly arises from con~icting reports
demonstrating that the FEF is involved with generating
di}erent types of eye movements and lies in di}erent
regions of the frontal lobes "for a review\ see ð01Ł#[ In
the current investigation\ we attempted to anatomically
localize the FEF by combining the technique of trans!
cranial magnetic stimulation "TMS# along with structural
magnetic resonance images "MRIs# of the brain[

In a previous study conducted in our laboratory\ TMS
of the prefrontal cortex delayed contralateral endogenous
saccades\ but had no in~uence on re~exive visually guided
saccades ð05Ł[ In that study a large\ 8 cm circular coil was
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used to ensure that stimulation of the FEF occurred[
However\ the use of this large coil may have resulted in
stimulation of other regions of the frontal lobes involved
with generating saccadic eye movements\ such as the sup!
plementary eye _elds "SEF# and the dorsolateral pre!
frontal cortex ð04Ł[ It remains unclear\ therefore\ which
frontal area or areas might have produced the delays
in generating contralateral endogenous saccades[ In the
current investigation\ TMS was conducted using a more
focal coil while the subjects performed an endogenous
saccade generation task[ The main goal of this study was
to anatomically localize\ with TMS and MRI\ the region
of the frontal lobes involved with generating contralateral
endogenous saccades[ We predicted that the critical fron!
tal region involved with these types of saccadic eye move!
ments would be located near the precentral sulcus in the
broadly de_ned area of the human frontal eye _elds[

The hand area of the motor cortex is easily localized
with TMS since stimulation over this area induces visible
contractions of the contralateral hand[ Because of the
ease in identifying this structure\ and also because it has
been shown that localization of this structure with TMS
is highly accurate ð06Ł\ it provided an ideal anatomical
landmark to serve as a reference for mapping the FEFs[
Furthermore\ a recent anatomical description for the
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localization of the hand area with MRI has been reported
ð07\ 08Ł[ Another goal of the current investigation was to
validate the correspondence between physiological and
morphological markers for the human motor hand area[

1[ Method

1[0[ Subjects

After informed consent\ two subjects participated in
this experiment[ Both reported having normal or cor!
rected vision and no history of any neurological disorders
at the time of testing[ They had participated in other
TMS studies\ but had not been subjects in the previous
eye movement study with TMS ð05Ł[ The _rst subject was
a 12!year!old female and the second subject was a 18!
year!old female[ Both were paid for their participation[
The TMS and eye movement recording phase of the
experiment took place at the VA Clinics in Martinez\ CA\
U[S[A[

1[1[ Eye movement recording

Eye position was monitored using an Applied Science
Laboratories "Bedford\ MA\ U[S[A[# Eye!Trac 109 that
was connected to the parallel port of the computer[ The
digital output from the eye movement monitor rep!
resenting eye position was sampled at a rate of 0999
Hz and was recorded by the computer after each trial[
Following the experimental session\ the eye movement
data were _ltered with a 199 Hz low!pass _lter[ Saccadic
eye movement latencies were identi_ed and de_ned in
this experiment as the point at which the velocity of the
eye movement exceeded 49> per s[

1[2[ Transcranial magnetic stimulation

Transcranial magnetic stimulation was performed
using a Cadwell Laboratories "Kennewick\ WA\ U[S[A[#
MES!09 stimulator[ The MES!09 stimulator at maximum
intensity creates a 1[1 Tesla _eld with a shape determined
by the con_guration of the coil ð0Ł[ A focal\ _gure!eight
shaped coil\ with each component of the _gure!eight
measuring 3[4 cm in diameter\ was used throughout the
experiment[ Because the click associated with a TMS
pulse may cause hearing damage "ð3Ł\ but see ð00Ł#\ all
subjects wore sound attenuating earplugs during the
study[

1[3[ Apparatus\ stimulus and procedure

An IBM compatible personal computer was used to
trigger the MES!09\ to record the eye position\ and for
stimulus presentation[ Millisecond "ms# timing\ used to
trigger the MES!09 and to sample the eye position was

achieved by setting the 7142 chip of the computer to ms
ticks[ The computer was connected to a NEC Multisync
video graphics array "VGA# stimulus monitor[ The tim!
ing of the visual displays was controlled by the vertical
synchronization of the computer monitor at 05[6 ms
intervals "59 Hz#[

Prior to the start of the experiment\ localization of the
hand area of the motor cortex\ which was used to provide
a scalp landmark\ was performed using the _gure!eight
coil[ With this coil positioned over the motor cortex\ it
was sometimes possible to obtain twitches from indi!
vidual digits of the contralateral hand[ After localizing
the area of motor cortex that produced the most reliable\
visible contraction of the contralateral hand at a sup!
rathreshold TMS output intensity\ a scalp marking was
made with a grease pencil on each subject over this
location[ The TMS intensity was then decreased and coil
position adjusted until a visible contraction of the hand
was barely visible[ This location and intensity setting was
de_ned as the hand area motor threshold point[

TMS was then administered while subjects performed
the eye movement task[ TMS of sites in the rostral and
caudal directions from the hand area of the motor cortex
was conducted at 0 cm separations until an anterior and
posterior border was found[ Once these borders were
obtained\ the borders in the medial and lateral directions
were then obtained in the same manner[ In the _rst
subject\ stimulation of di}erent sites in the right frontal
lobe was initially conducted at a TMS intensity that was
09) above the motor threshold[ Because the boundaries
of the frontal eye _elds using this intensity was di.cult
to map in the _rst session\ the intensity for the subsequent
testing sessions was decreased to the de_ned motor cortex
threshold intensity[ In the second subject\ all stimulation
over the left frontal lobe was conducted at the TMS
threshold of the motor cortex[

The subjects were seated 46 cm from the computer
monitor in a dimly and di}usely lit room[ A small _lled
circle\ measuring 9[0> in diameter\ served as the initial
_xation point and was presented in the center of the
monitor until the start of each trial[ Two un_lled squares
that measured 0> on each side were used as marker boxes
and were present throughout the experiment[ These boxes
were placed 09> to the left and right of the _xation point[
Following an intertrial interval of 1999 ms\ the _xation
point was removed and a go signal immediately appeared[
The go signal was an arrowhead that was presented in
the center of the display[ The arrowhead measured 0> in
height and 9[4> in width[ The direction of the go signal
was randomly determined on each trial and was presented
for 099 ms "Fig[ 0#[ All stimuli were light gray on a black
background[

In all blocks except for the no TMS control block\ a
TMS pulse was administered on each trial 49 ms before
the onset of the go signal[ This SOA setting was deter!
mined to be optimal in a pilot study conducted on these
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Fig[ 0[ Depicts an example of the sequence of stimulus events[

same subjects in which four di}erent TMS pulse to go
signal stimulus onset asynchronies "SOA# were used[ The
axis of the TMS coil was angled at approximately 89>
from the mid!sagittal axis while the subjects sat upright
and performed the eye movement task[

The subjects were instructed to keep their eyes on _x!
ation until a go signal appeared[ After the onset of the
go signal\ the subjects were instructed to make a saccade\
as quickly and as accurately as possible\ to the box that
the arrowhead was pointing towards[ Following the
saccade\ the subjects were told to return their eyes back
to the _xation point[ Subjects were asked to suppress
blinks and to ignore the TMS pulse as best as possible[

Trials with saccades made in the wrong direction or
with saccade latencies faster or slower than two standard
deviations "SDs# from the mean were excluded from
analysis[ The right hemisphere TMS subject participated
in a total of four testing sessions\ each on separate days\
since mapping the borders was more di.cult in this
subject[ The left hemisphere TMS subject participated in
one testing session[ Within each session\ blocks of trials
were collected with the TMS coil positioned over di}erent
cortical locations for each block\ except in the case of the
no TMS block[ The subjects completed 099 trials within
a block\ 49 trials for each eye movement direction[

Subsequent to the FEF mapping with TMS\ two _du!
cial markers "gel!based Vitamin E capsules# were placed
on the scalp overlying the brain tissue that when stimu!
lated\ "a# caused visible contractions of the contralateral
hand\ and "b# produced delays in generating voluntary
saccades[ An MRI scan was then taken of the brain with
the high intensity markers to localize the brain anatomy

of the hand area and the area that delayed these types of
eye movements[

1[4[ Magnetic resonance images

The MRI scans were obtained using a 0[4 Tesla GE
"Milwaukee\ WI\ U[S[A[# Signa magnet[ The MRIs were
obtained at the Magnetic Resonance Science Center at
the University of California\ San Francisco\ U[S[A[ A
protocol was used that allowed the acquisition of 013 0[4
m in thick contiguous\ T0 weighted\ transaxial images[

Once obtained\ the transaxial MRI images were con!
verted into a 05!bit image volume _le for subsequent
processing on a Silicon Graphics "Mountain View\ CA\
U[S[A[# Indigo 1 computer using the VIDA software
package "University of Iowa\ Iowa City\ U[S[A[#[ The
volume _le was then realigned such that each transaxial
slice was parallel to the anterior commissure!posterior
commissure line[ All non!brain matter was then removed
from the images and the slices were subsequently tiled to
form a 2!dimensional volume reconstruction of the brain[

2[ Results

The saccade latencies for contralateral and ipsilateral
saccades that were no more or less than two standard
deviations from the mean were subjected to a t!test[ The
results from the di}erent TMS sites are graphically
depicted in Fig[ 1a and 1b for the right hemisphere and
left hemisphere TMS subjects\ respectively[ Note the
shape and structure of the hand area in each subject "blue
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Fig[ 1a[ The locations of the TMS sites for the _rst subject[ The blue
crosshairs on the top row of images "and blue arrowheads on the bottom
row# indicate the motor hand area as identi_ed by TMS activation of
the contralateral _ngers[ Note the correspondence to the backward
hook of the motor hand area on the sagittal view "top row# and the
epsilon shape on the transaxial view "bottom row#[ The yellow cross!
hairs on the bottom row "yellow arrowheads on the top row# indicate
the position of the scalp marker placed 1 cm anterior to the hand area[
This was the common area that produced increases in contralateral
saccade latencies in both subjects[ The top panel shows a 2!D volume
rendered reconstruction in which the large blue and yellow blobs rep!
resent the locations of the _ducial markers[ The smaller circles on this
portion of the _gure represent all of the locations that were stimulated[
The small green circles are areas where no signi_cant di}erences
between contralateral and ipsilateral saccades were obtained\ whereas
the small red circles are the areas that when stimulated produced sig!
ni_cant delays for generating saccadic eye movements in the con!
tralateral direction[

crosshairs and arrows#[ The numerical data are presented
in chronological order of testing in Tables 0a and 0b[

Although both subjects had more than one critical
location that induced delays of saccadic eye movements
when stimulated\ both subjects showed delays when TMS
was over the cortex 1 cm anterior to the hand area in the
middle frontal gyrus[ This was the location that was
marked for the MRI scans[ Overall\ the right hemisphere
TMS subject had a region with its posterior border
located at the cortex approximately 0[4 cm anterior to
the hand area[ The anterior border for this subject was
located 2[4 cm anterior to the hand area and the region
extended approximately 4 cm in extent within the dorsal!
medial plane "1[4 cm in either direction from the trans!
axial plane intersecting the hand area#[ The other subject
had a more con_ned area extending from the region
approximately 9[4 cm posterior to the hand area of the
motor cortex to a location 1[4 cm anterior to the pre!

Fig[ 1b[ The locations of the TMS sites for the second subject[ See
legend of Fig[ 1a for details[

central gyrus[ The dorsal!medial extent in this second
subject was restricted to an area of approximately 0 cm
"9[4 cm dorsal and 9[4 cm medial to the transaxial plane
intersecting the hand area#[

On the MRIs the hand area of the motor cortex "blue
crosshairs and arrows in Fig[ 1#\ as de_ned by physio!
logical responses to TMS\ had shapes that were consistent
with the report by Yousry et al[ ð08Ł[ On the sagittal cuts
for both subjects\ the hand area had a hooked shape
structure[ On the transaxial cuts\ the hand area resembled
an epsilon shape in the right hemisphere TMS subject\
whereas in the left hemisphere TMS subject\ the hand
area resembled an inverted omega shape[ Note that the
corresponding slices in the di}erent view planes in these
_gures all intersect one another[

3[ Discussion

In both subjects tested\ there was more than one
TMS site that induced delays in generating contralateral
saccades[ Although there were considerable di}erences
between these two subjects\ TMS of the cortex 1 cm
anterior to the motor cortex lead to contralateral saccadic
eye movement delays in both subjects[ This descriptive
location is consistent with the results from numerous
positron emission tomography "PET# functional imaging
studies on the FEF that also demarcate the location at
19 mm anterior to the hand area "for review\ see ð01Ł#[

For the right hemisphere TMS subject\ there was a
considerable amount of variability within the coronal or
dorsal!medial plane[ This too is consistent with the report
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Table 0a
Mean saccadic latencies "RTs#\ standard deviations "SDs#\ percentage errors\ and P!values for the di}erent TMS sites in Subject 0

Contralateral Ipsilateral

x\ y RTs SDs Errors ) RTs SDs Errors ) P!value

0\ 9 "s# 108[7 "14[9# 9 106[7 "29[5# 09 9[616
1\ 9 "s# 121[1 "14[5# 3 106[5 "15[1# 3 9[996
2\ 9 "s# 112 "11[1# 1 109[7 "11[3# 5 9[998
1\ 0 "s# 129[5 "05[9# 7 104[6 "19[2# 3 9[999
No TMS 122[2 "03[1# 7 117[8 "02[6# 3 9[016
1\ 0 "s# 120[6 "08[9# 1 111[5 "19[7# 3 9[914
3\ 9 "s# 115[8 "11[6# 3 108[1 "13[8# 3 9[001
1\ 9 118[2 "05[2# 5 119 "10[9# 3 9[906
2\ 9 129[4 "01[7# 5 110[0 "05[9# 1 9[991
1\ 0 125[8 "07[9# 3 113[4 "05[0# 5 9[999
1\ −0 112[8 "05[6# 3 105[8 "07[7# 3 9[945
2\ 0 112[0 "02[5# 5 101[2 "07[8# 5 9[991
2\ −0 108[5 "05[2# 1 101 "08[4# 7 9[928
0\ 0 109[8 "08[6# 1 193[1 "11[1# 1 9[00
1\ 1 104 "07[4# 5 194[0 "06[5# 7 9[90
1[4\ 2 110 "03[8# 3 104[7 "14[9# 3 9[103
2\ −1 126[0 "07[8# 3 112 "06[1# 1 9[999
2\ −2 101[0 "02[8# 5 103 "03[5# 5 9[413

Coordinate 9\ 9 represents the location of the hand area of the motor cortex[ The other locations are denoted by how many centimeters from the
hand area the TMS site was "x for deviations within the sagittal plane and y for deviations within the coronal plane#[ The {s| in parentheses represents
the suprathreshold TMS blocks[

Table 0b
Mean RTs\ SDs\ percentage errors\ and P!values for the di}erent TMS sites in Subject 1[ See Table 0 for details

Contralateral Ipsilateral

x\ y RTs SDs Errors ) RTs SDs Errors ) P!value

0\ 9 159[0 "13[8# 1 134[8 "08[7# 3 9[992
9\ 9 174[2 "31[2# 5 154[3 "15[4# 09 9[997
No TMS 173[1 "21[7# 5 167[6 "14[9# 3 9[523
−0\ 9 126[1 "13[0# 3 122[6 "10[9# 7 9[423
1\ 9 137[4 "15[5# 5 108[6 "19[0# 5 9[999
2\ 9 131[5 "13[1# 7 122[4 "10[3# 3 9[943
9[4\ 0 138[3 "13[3# 3 128 "18[0# 1 9[944
0[4\ 0 133[7 "15[2# 9 136[0 "19[4# 1 9[530
9[4\ −0 142 "08[0# 7 149[4 "12[6# 5 9[472
0[4\ −0 126[8 "19[1# 5 123[6 "08[2# 3 9[442

by Paus ð01Ł demonstrating that the variability in local!
izing this structure with PET is mainly within this plane[
For the left TMS subject\ however\ there was a more
restricted cortical region that when stimulated\ produced
delays in contralateral saccade generation[ It is presently
unclear what factors may contribute to the variability in
size and location of the FEF\ but it may be due to a left!
right hemispheric di}erence or more simply with indi!
vidual di}erences between subjects[ Further research with
larger sample sizes may provide insights into the possible
bases for these di}erences[

One alternative for why there may have been as much

variability between the subjects could be based on the
way that the hand area was localized in this study[
Because visible twitches rather than electromyographic
"EMG# recordings were used\ it may be that the area
that was determined to be the motor hand area was
mislocalized to an area more rostral than the actual hand
area in one of the subjects[ Areas in the premotor cortex
"e[g[ dorsal premotor cortex or PMd# are known to have
direct corticospinal connections ð4Ð6Ł and TMS of these
premotor areas may have induced visible contractions of
the contralateral hand[ If localization of the hand area
was misplaced more rostrally\ and to a further extent
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in the second subject\ then the actual correspondence
between the area that delayed saccadic eye movements in
these subjects might be greater[ However\ inspection of
the structure de_ned to be the hand area was consistent
between the two subjects and with the anatomical
description reported by Yousry et al[ ð08Ł[ Furthermore\
not all of the e}ective sites in delaying contralateral
endogenous saccades were simply shifted rostrally as
there were larger di}erences between the subjects within
the coronal plane[ We therefore _nd the possibility of an
unsystematic error in localization of the hand area to be
unlikely[

In both subjects\ the hand area marker appeared on the
anterior portion of the precentral sulcus[ An alternative
explanation for why the hand area markers\ and also the
FEF markers\ may have been slightly displaced rostrally
in both subjects may be based on the positioning of the
subjects during the di}erent phases of the study[ During
the TMS phase\ the subjects sat upright while during the
MRI scan the subjects laid supine[ The brain may have
been slightly shifted towards the occiput when the sub!
jects were placed in the MRI scanner[ A similar account
for the anterior placement of the hand area with TMS
was reported by Wasserman et al[ ð06Ł[

Recent studies in monkeys ð1\ 2Ł and in man ð7\ 09\ 01\
04Ł have attempted to localize frontal regions subserving
di}erent forms of saccadic eye movements[ However\
many of these studies used vastly di}erent methodologies
and comparisons made between them may not be so
informative regarding localization of the FEF[ It may be
that the frontal area involved in generating a saccadic
eye movement may depend on the type of task that is
used[ For example the area localized as the FEF by Luna
et al[ ð09Ł\ who used a more re~exive saccadic eye move!
ment task with human subjects in a fMRI study\ was
placed further caudally than the placement in the current
investigation[ Chen and Wise ð1\ 2Ł report single units in
the supplementary eye _elds of monkeys that are involved
with conditional eye movement responses[ It may there!
fore be that the areas reported here as the FEF\ and in
other investigations attempting to localize this structure\
are dependent upon the type of saccadic eye movement
task that is employed[ Accordingly\ it may be that rather
than localizing the FEF in the current investigation\ we
have localized a novel area that is involved with gen!
erating a speci_c type of endogenous eye movement
response\ and that may be di}erent from other frontal
areas involved with generating di}erent forms of saccadic
eye movements[ Further research with more direct com!
parisons of complex types of eye movement tasks that
are presumed to involve cortical control is required to
validate this speculation[

In the left hemisphere subject\ TMS of the hand area
of the motor cortex also induced delays in contralateral
saccades[ However\ the right hemisphere TMS subject
did not show a consistent delay in making contralateral

saccades when stimulation was over the motor cortex[
Pen_eld ð02\ 03Ł reported that eye movements could
sometimes be elicited in certain patients with direct elec!
trical stimulation of the exposed motor cortex[ Taken
together\ these results suggest that the hand area of the
motor cortex may be involved with generating eye move!
ments[ One plausible explanation for this result is that
the hand area may be involved in integrating eye and
hand movements during visually guided manipulation
ð8Ł[ Though speculative\ these results may suggest that
visuomotor integration processes may arise from inter!
actions between the primary motor cortex and the FEF\
each of which can in~uence the generation of saccades[

In this study\ structural localization of the hand area of
the motor cortex was achieved[ Our results are consistent
with the recent study of Yousry et al[ ð08Ł demonstrating
that the hook shaped structure on sagittal views and the
epsilon or inverted omega shaped structure on transaxial
views is an accurate locator for the hand area[ The current
investigation provides further converging evidence by
showing that this morphologically de_ned structure elic!
its visible contractions of the contralateral hand when a
TMS pulse is administered[

We have functionally localized the FEF and the hand
area of the motor cortex using TMS combined with struc!
tural MRI scans[ These results demonstrate that TMS
is a useful and precise technique for mapping cortical
anatomy when combined with a MRI obtained within
the same individual[ Future studies using this combined
approach are aimed at localizing other structures in the
brain that may be involved with generating shifts of gaze
as well as structures involved with shifts of visual atten!
tion[
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